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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear Stakeholders,
I bring you greetings from the new Council of the IGU, elected on December 27, 2020.
Having completed our statutory obligations in complying with the NSDC, with two small
issues remaining, the Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports, GOI, has seen it fit to restore our
Annual NSF status. All our SGAs are on board, with the Karnataka SGA issue, resolved
satisfactorily and awaiting Court orders.
With my Council in place, portfolios have been allotted and work has commenced in
right earnest.
My predecessors, in 2013, wrote a far-reaching Vision Document—Tee20. Given the way
the world has changed due to COVID-19, it will be my endeavour to have this document,
recast with relevance to our deliverables by 2030, where our stated vision is to have 500,000
Indians playing the game.
We remain committed to making golf inclusive and to that effect, pledge resources to taking a census of disabled golfers in India
and creating an atmosphere where there is no distinction.
Our three cornerstones of ‘Grow’, ‘Sustain’ and ‘Excel’ will spur the three elements of our strategy namely ‘Expanding Horizons’,
‘Golf Forever’ and ‘Be the Best’. These, we believe, are relevant to ‘Growing the Game’, which is our mandate and forms part of
our Long-Term Development Plan, a requisite of the NSDC.
The Hero Indian Open continues to be our flagship event at USD 1.75 million prize money. We remain grateful to Dr. Pawan
Munjal for his support and commitment to sponsoring the forthcoming edition, the dates for which will be subject to how the
recovery from COVID-19 pans out. We plan to revive the Indian Masters and the Indian Classic, as soon we have some clarity
on sponsors available. These events are likely to be on the European Tour and the Challenge Tour.
The World Handicap System (WHS) launched on January 1, 2020, is the only legal and tenable Handicap system. India has
embraced this fully and the roll out, which began in right earnest, was derailed by COVID. Efforts are underway to sign up more
Clubs and communities and I urge all of you to contact us and join WHS.
The IGU-NGAI is in conclusive talks with Confederation of Professional Golf (CPG), which is the PGA of Europe, for NGAI
to be accredited. This will mean that India will also be a PGA destination. Best practices of the global PGAs will be available
for Indian coaches. We have 51 Class A, 47 Class B, 81 Class C & 140 Class D, Teaching professionals in India, all issued with
a Teaching License by NGAI. As all teaching professionals must revalidate their licenses, the NGAI has a robust system for
refresher courses.
Focus will be on junior and grassroot development with more than 60% of funds available, being deployed. IGU’s National
Initiative for Golf in Schools (NIGS) will be the re launch platform.
We are in conclusive talks with a major NGO, which is the largest poverty alleviation for children organization in India. Their
focus is on the girl child (50% of the 400,000 + kids are girls). We will work together with this NGO and funding support from
the R&A to introduce Golf in over 1500 Government schools in India, to start with.
There is much to be done and together we will achieve our goals. The past is behind us and as the old adage goes “Life can only
be understood backwards; but it must be lived forwards.”
My best wishes to all of you to stay safe and healthy.
Lt. Gen. Devraj Anbu (Retd)
President
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OBITER DICTA

A

fter yet another hiatus, albeit a longer one than the last time around, we are back
with publishing our newsletter, Golfingly Yours, with the longish break, to set our
house in order and get back on track.
As part of the earlier dispensation, I am extremely pleased to say that under the very
astute leadership of Lt. Gen. D. Anbu (Retd), the IGU has regained its stature, credibility
and is now poised to execute our mandate of growing the game.
Having been involved with redrafting our MOA to comply with the NSDC, I would
unequivocally state that we have complied in its entirety with two minor but important
amendments to be carried out at the next EGM. We were also able to conduct an EGM
on April 24, 2021 to pass our accounts for the FY’s 2017-2020, a long pending demand
by the authorities and stakeholders.
In accordance with our ‘Code for Transparency and Integrity for Golf in India’, as a first,
minutes of all our meetings are being shared with our State Golf Associations. Readers
will be aware that our General Body now comprises of 2 representatives from each of our
SGAs and this is the body supreme. We have a dedicated Council Member to drive initiatives between our SGAs and the IGU,
to grow the game. Our stated objective is to engage communities. SAFGR, a Golfing Rotarians Society is doing yeoman service
and we need to develop such communities across India.
Our commiserations to the Nation, disrupted by COVID-19 and the devastating loss of lives and losses suffered by so many.
The power of impermanence taught to us by the cliché, “this too shall pass”, is real. One must take solace and believe in the
disappearance of this scourge in due course, in the words of Lord Krishna, who in Chapter 2, Verse 14 of the Bhagavad Gita says,
“matra-sparsas tu kaunteya, sitosna-sukha-duhkha-d- ah, agamapayino nityas,tams titiksasva bharata”.
At the International Golf Federation’s (IGF) Biennial meeting held, virtually, in October 2020, India was reappointed to the
13-member administrative committee, out of 151 National Member Federations. My Council has seen it fit to nominate me,
to represent India.
Having driven the original NHS in India, the WHS has come as a godsend. No other software can claim or purport to be able
to replicate WHS and we do hope to have all on board by the end of 2021.
As part of IGU’s drive to establish Pitch & Putt facilities in Tier 2/3 cities, I was invited to Sri City, A.P for the launch of their
driving range. We need many more such facilities and we are committed to working with anyone.
According to Vaastu, the northeast corner is a very sacred and pious direction where Lord Shiva resides. As Masons, we are taught
that the cornerstone on any building is at the NE. Indeed, our very own Northeast is a confluence of the magnetic and subtle
energy pool of the earth is stored in the northeast direction making it fabulously rich with positive vibrations. Our CM, Gaurav
Bajaj, who hails from Meghalaya and our only TARS Level 3, referee, from the NE, Prantor Barua, from Assam, introduce this
beautiful region to us.
Do we walk or buggy it, while playing is a well debated topic. I, personally, love to walk and recently, suffering from busted
knees, was caught with the smoking gun!
David Blake, Manager Rules of Golf Australia wrote to us about kangaroos on golf courses. Find out if they are dangerous animal
conditions or not? Joy Chakravarty, tells us about his affinity to Rules.
Padraig Harrinton says, “Your progression as a player depends not on the mechanics of your swing, but your ability to think clearly and
positively under pressure.”. Dr. Aradhana Singh, Phd, gives you six simple tips, to sustain focus while playing golf.
Our Council Member Farzan Heerjee and AP SGA President Monish Row, wax eloquent of their respective golf courses and going
by this narrative, playing there is surely in the bucket list. The Royal is our oldest Club and an important part of our history.
Last but not the least, our President, in his message, has reaffirmed our commitment to inclusive Golf. Jayshree Raveendran,
founder of Ability Foundation, a National cross disability NGO, describes stereotypes that must be shunned.
Do enjoy this edition and while doing so, please remember to wear a mask, wash hands, practice social distancing and get vaccinated.
Ishwar Achanta
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DG’S MESSAGE
Dear Readers,
I hope all of you and members of your family are healthy and safe in these
unprecedented times of a once in a lifetime pandemic, we are currently going
through. I urge you all to be precautious during your outdoor activities and follow
all the COVID-19 protocols set by the Government of India. Together we shall win
over this pandemic in due course.
The Indian Golf Union has ushered in a new era with a new team of Office bearers
and Council Members in place. The Team led by Lt. Gen. D. Anbu (Retd) shall
achieve new heights for the IGU in the coming years.
This being the first edition of the Golfingly Yours (GY) in 2021, I would like to thank
the Editor and Hony Treasurer of the IGU, Mr Ishwar Achanta for constantly putting
efforts to bring out the GY for the past many years. Golfingly Yours has been one of the
few modes of communications from the IGU on its monthly activities and I am sure
the Editor will be bringing out regular editions of GY in the coming months.

OFFICE BEARERS
Lt. Gen. Devraj Anbu
President

(Retd)

Brijinder Singh
Vice President
Lt. Gen. Asit Mistry
Hon. Secretary

One of IGUs initiative has been the World Handicap System (WHS) which was
launched in January 2020 and has seen grow every month. WHS has been a one
point portal for all your handicapping requirements I would request readers to kindly
visit our website, to learn about the advantages of the WHS.

Ishwar Achanta
Hon. Treasurer

IGU has always appreciated and valued feedback from all its stakeholders and we
would like to hear from golfers, member clubs and coaches etc on what IGU can
do to improve and grow the game of golf in the country. You are free to write to
dg@indiangolfunion.org.

COUNCIL
Farzan Heerjee
Devang Shah
Anil Bhargav
Gaurav Bajaj
Lt. Gen. Harpal Singh
Lt. Gen. V.K. Mishra
Lt. Gen. K.S. Brar
Col. R. Balasubramanian
Nina Alagh

As you may be aware the IGU had to cancel all its National and International events
in the year 2020 due to the pandemic. We did conduct three Gentlemen Amateur
events in February and March 2021, although we had to indefinitely postpone all
our planned events due to the second wave of the pandemic. Although IGU, as its
aim to promote the game, has managed to continue some activities like the Online
Level 1 Rules Programme, which has seen close to 100 keen golfers over the past one
year qualify for the Level 2 programme of the Rules Certification and pursue their
dream of becoming Golf Referees. I would urge all the readers who have not yet used
this opportunity to enrol themselves for the next Online Level 1 Rules Programme
and further hone their skills in the areas of Golf Rules.

Maj. Gen. Bibhuti Bhushan (Retd.)
Director General
IGU Staff
(Retd)

PORTFOLIOS & LIST OF COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
https://indiangolfunion.org/igucommittees/

Maj. Gen. B. Bhushan (Retd)
Tusshar Malhotra
Amit Shukla
Manu Shukla
Nirbhay Dwivedi
Niranjan Das

Director General
General Manager Golf Operations
Asst Accounts Manager
WHS Tech support
Executive
Office Assistant

Views expressed by the authors are personal. Every effort has been made to verify the contents. All rights reserved.
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South Asian Fellowship of Golfing Rotarians

T

he birth of SAFGR was a result of this writer’s election as
DG (2015-16), for his RID 3060 and along with his wife
Rtn. Punam, given their experience of fellowships and fundraising capacities via golf tournaments. Rtn. Nishant Ramani and
Rtn. Kalpesh Shah, both of RC Vadodara Sayaji Nagar, joined
hands to organise the first golf fellowship of Indian Rotarians in
Ahmedabad. It was here that all the golfers unanimously resolved
to initiate the ‘South Asian Fellowship of Golfing Rotarians’—
SAFGR.
Objective: The aim is to encourage golfing fellowship and
organise tournaments among the members of the Rotary clubs,
raise funds and utilise the surplus funds generated, to support
the Rotary Foundation and its activities and other charitable
purposes and cement the fellowship and networking, further.
First Game: The inaugural tournament was played at Bangalore,
in RID 3190, under the Chairmanship of late Rtn. K. Vijay
Kumar (RC Bangalore).
Seniors’ Support: With the strong support of PRIP Barry
Rasin, PRID Sushil Gupta and Late PRID Yash Pal Das, current
Vice Presidents Rtn. Amarjit Singh and late Rtn. K. Vijaykumar
and other executive members, the fellowship was registered as an
Association of Persons (AoP) under relevant laws on November
2, 2016, as a non-profit purpose organization.
Geographies: SAFGR leadership did think of keeping their
geographies wider (beyond India) by christening it SAFGR
—South Asian Fellowship of Golfing Rotarians, for better
networking and expanded fellowship! It included active members
from Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka as well.
While Rotarians all over keep inventing ways to engage in the
Rotary’s focus areas of service, the SAFGR has since organised

Parag and Punam Seth with Jack Nicklaus

many golf tournaments at Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chandigarh,
Chennai, Cochin, Delhi, Dhaka, Jamshedpur, Jaipur, Kathmandu, Kodaikanal and many other places.
Strength: We are proud to say that we have the core team at
the helm and ‘regional golfing Rotarian’ leaders to promote
fellowship in the South Asia region and beyond. SAFGR as of
May 25, 2021, has over 247 registered life members covering
38 cities.
International Association: The RI organised a fundraising
event to play golf with golf legend Jack Nicklaus, the Rotary
worldwide Ambassador of Polio Eradication, at the prestigious
Bear’s Club in Jupiter, Florida, USA on March 12, 2019, an
event which raised USD 5.25 million. This writer and Punam,
were proud participants.
SAFGR is affiliated to IGFR (International Golfing Fellowship
of Rotarians), based out of Switzerland. Rtn. Parag Sheth will
serve as a Board Member from January 1, 2022 to December
31, 2024.
World Championship In India: The IGFR regularly organises
an annual Golf World Championship and SAFGR’s bid to hold
the 58th IGFR—International World Championship’ in India
in Nov. 2022, has been approved by IGFR, to be held at New
Delhi. This event is expected to have over 250 participants from
nearly 45 countries.
PDG Parag Sheth
Chair
info@safgr.org

PDG Parag Seth
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Know Your Golf Course

Golfing delight at Jamshedpur
Picture this: A steel plant; a planned city which
is home to two lush golfing greens barely few
kilometres away…welcome to Jamshedpur, a
city which dedicates itself to promote sports
and healthy lifestyle. Better known as India’s
first industrial township, the city reflects
a pioneering vision of sustained growth.
Over the years, Jamshedpur has been home to several sporting
disciplines, golf being one of the earliest.
Yesterday, today and tomorrow
Golf is not new to Jamshedpur. Tata Steel’s archives houses
pictures that showcase Beldih Golf course in its early years, more
than half a century ago; a more open expanse than the leafy
shrub and tree lined course it is today. The pictures are from a
different time, but golf has certainly not lost any of its gentility
(older aficionados may disagree as they are wont to do in any
sport!) or charm for the city’s residents.
In fact, the game has grown in popularity in recent decades,
transforming from an “old man’s game” and perhaps even a white
man’s game, to one that has gained favour among men, women
and youth. These days, it is not uncommon to see women and
youngsters on the greens when driving past, early mornings in
summer, and almost at all times in the lovely winter sunshine
at Jamshedpur. Children as early as five years of age take to the
sport. In the coming days, it will not be surprising to see our
budding golfers make their mark in the national golfing circuit.
Of course, it retains its reputation as the most stylish of games,
where the environs and socializing are as important as the
game itself!

The Beldih Golf Course
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Beldih and Golmuri greens
Golfing in Jamshedpur has its roots in the early part of the
last century. It was in 1920 that the Beldih Golf Course was
established along with the Beldih Club—Tata Steel’s recreational
institute for officers and their families. It was a nine-hole course
in a park land style, set on 6000 sq. yards of green.
About a decade later, came the Golmuri Golf Course, another
nine-hole course in 1928, upgraded almost a century later to
18 holes. It wouldn’t surprise anyone to know that the facilities
were once barred to Indians themselves as most clubs were in
those days! With Independence and time, the greens opened
their gates to a wider population, and today golf has a devoted
following in the steel city.
Along with Tata Open, usually held in December, which
brings various golfing luminaries to the city, the Steel City Golf
Tournament, typically held in mid-January, is a much-awaited
event for home-grown golfers. It includes a night of music, dance
and dining, a coveted mark up on the city’s social calendar, for
which, renowned bands are brought from outside to entertain
the community; the final day of the tournament features a sitdown lunch at Beldih Club for golfers.
Time to tee-off!
For both amateur and professional golfers, it is an opportunity
to savour all of this, but in addition, it is the chance to
participate in, and experience, two important events in the
golfing circuit that are hosted in the city’s two golf courses:
The Beldih Golf Course and Golmuri Golf Course. The latter
hosts both, the Tata Open Golfing Tournament, conducted
under the auspices of the Professional Golf Tour of India, as
well as the Steel City Golf Tournament, a Jamshedpur special,
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Golmuri Golf Course

in which home-grown amateurs and players from other clubs,
play by invitation. The twin events are a culmination of nearly
a century of golf at Jamshedpur. It is these two tournaments,
along with the immaculate condition of the greens, the spread
of the surrounding city, and the excellent hosting and support
facilities, that have steadily won Jamshedpur accolades for being
much more than a steel city—a destination for golfers.
As the winter moves on, Jamshedpur is witnessing a subtle
makeover; its vibrant blooms, its golfing greens soaked in
morning mist, inviting the early riser for a walk or the golfer
for an early match, the city is full of pleasant surprises for those
whose passion lies in the sport.
No surprise then that as winter gets underway, there is a certain
anticipation among many resident golfers and the growing
number of visiting golfers, who attend these two events. Both
have additional attractions as well.
Both Beldih and Golmuri courses are attached to fine club
and business facilities, that add a great sense of bonhomie to
the events. And like all great golf clubs, they offer up some
great dining experiences too. One terrific treat for residents,

visiting golfers and their families, is breakfast in the clubhouses
overlooking the greens, a facility that is also open to non-golfers.
However, golf is not the only sport that has been drawing the
attention of sports lovers to the steel city. Jamshedpur has been
steadily building its reputation as a sporting Mecca. The minting
of the Jamshedpur Football Club, as a part of the Indian Super
League, is the latest feather in its cap, and a big one at that! But
these two stellar events are not far behind.
Both these tournaments are part of the Jamshedpur Winter Fest,
a series of myriad events that range from a carnival to a tribal
conclave, to ISL matches, a city run, a literary meet, dance and
music performances. These events, nearly all free, and open to the
public, have been growing in popularity, attracting participants and
visitors from all over India. Visiting golfers and their families can
also easily enjoy these events, that are typically held from November
to January, around the same time as the golf tournaments.
Among all sports, golf uses an unusual term to define prowess, the
“handicap”. However, it can be said, that when it comes to golf
and Jamshedpur, it is anything but one!
Farzan Heerjee
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Sri City Golf Facility

Taga Masayuki, Consul General of Japan addresses the gathering

O

n March 6, 2021, Sri City inaugurated its Driving range.
His Excellency, Mr. Masayuki Taga, the Consul General
of Japan in Chennai did the honours, in the presence of
Mr. R. Veera Reddy, Principal Advisor, Industries Investments,
GoAP, Ishwar Achanta, Hon. Treasurer, IGU and Mr. Ravi
Sannareddy, M.D of Sri City.
Sri City, founded in 2008, in one of India’s most backward
districts, has now become one of the coveted business destinations
in the country with total investments close to 4 billion USD and
total exports exceeding 500 million USD till date. Located 55
km north of Chennai, Sri City boasts of seamless connectivity by
road, air and sea ports.
Spread over 7500 acres (with another 2500 acres acquired and
ready to rumble), Sri City includes a multiproduct Special
Economic Zone (SEZ), a Domestic Tariff Zone (DTZ), a
Free Trade & Warehousing Zone (FTWZ) and an Electronics
Manufacturing Cluster. Sri City is home to over 185 companies
from 27 countries including multinationals like Kellogg’s, Isuzu,
Mondelez, Pepsi, Alstom, Kobelco, Foxconn, Danieli, etc.
The master plan of Sri City has included an 18-hole golf course
spread over 180 acres, designed by renowned Australian architects.
Realizing the need for a driving range, the advisor to Sri City,
Coast Guard IG, S.P. Sharma (Retd) conceptualized and created
a 6-bay driving range in 10 acres of land, with salubrious
surrounds. The facility is managed by DJS Golf, IGU’s delivery
partner for its South Zone Junior Tour.
A targeted area for IGU’s long term development plans is
establishing pitch and putt facilities much like this one and
we are extremely excited and gratified that Mr. Sanareddy has
established this facility.
Sri City is unique in that, more than a dozen villages form part
and parcel of the 10,000 acres. While, primarily, this facility will
be used by the employees of the industries located within the
SEZ/DTZ, it is envisaged that IGU will work closely with the
Sri City management to bring in the younger villagers and teach
them skill sets that they could use to make a living, through the

game of golf.
With Krea University and IIT on site as well, the IGU hopes
that a regional NGAI and Golf university will also be set up,
for which a blueprint is ready and shared with the R&A as well.
Our Hon. Prime Minister, Modiji has shown us the way to
Aatmanirbhar Bharat. Undoubtedly, establishing a facility such
as this creates Employment and income benefits, both direct and
indirect. Under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana and
the recently announced, Aatmanirbhar Bharat Rozgar Yojana, it
is our intention to provide such opportunities.
Meanwhile, for the employees, our method is to support
such facilities with equipment and coaches and provide each
participant with a World Handicapping System card, which will
allow them to visit a nearby golf course, play 5 rounds of golf
and acquire a temporary handicap. After that, the “golfer” is free
to wreck mayhem on the fairways!!!
In another initiative, the IGU has teamed up with the R&A
and an international organization which runs one of the largest
poverty alleviation programmes in India. The details of this
programme will be shared when the ink is dry!
We are, together, shortly launching pilot projects in Kolkata,
Delhi NCR and Mysore and we hope that we can join Sri City,
to adopt the UN’s, Sport for Development Agenda.
The programme’s endeavour will be to have a long-term impact
on individual behavior around education, gender equity and
life skills. The programme is education based and uses sports
and physical activities to engage participants in social-emotional
learning.
The IGU wishes all those who live and work around this awesome
facility, the very best and hope they have many pleasurable hours
of hitting that little white ball, that keeps bringing us back to
this wonderful game, as famous American coach Hervey Penick
said, “Your next shot is a new experience, it might be the best
shot you ever hit in your life”.
Editor
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The East Point Golf Club, Vishakapatnam

S

et amongst backdrop of the majestic
eastern ghats, The East Point Golf Club
(EPGC) newly renovated course, showcases
features from the golden era of golf ’s links
type courses, with rolling fairways and
flat parkland. Add water bodies, trees,
shrubs and we have this little nugget in
Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh.

Initially situated on the seaside, on land leased from royalty, the
EPGC came into being in 1884. The then British garrison and
expats took a shine to the picturesque 9-hole course. Later, the
course shifted from the seaside to its present location amongst
the hills and bounded by a lake on one side.
Gradually the course developed from all ‘Browns’ to its first green
and thereafter, the 18 holes had greens, with natural fairways.
As the popularity of the game exploded, there was a demand
for tee times and this newfound enthusiasm led to the plan to
remodel into a modern course, with equipment, new course
layout, drainage, etc. We petitioned the Govt of Andhra Pradesh
for additional land and with the help of many members and
notably our Indian Naval Patrons, we could acquire additional
land to realize the dream of a quality course.
After our Greens committee deliberated the various course
designers, we decided to go with Turf Care LLP, based out of

Island Green at EPGC

9

Bangalore. Many meetings later, we came upon the final plan
and set upon the project.
Finally, we opened the renovated course on February 20, 2021
with a grand gala event with our Navy Chief Adm. K.B. Singh as
chief guest, and IGU President as the Guest of honour.
The thrill of transforming 100 acres into a course with a natural
appearance and lots of character is most gratifying. There are
many holes that showcase the best of the terrain and elevation,
experienced during a round. The mostly undulating land adds
to the minimalistic feel.
The course plays 6274 yards from Blue tees for a 72 par
round, with 3 sets of tees per hole. Fairways are sand capped
with Bermuda grass. Putting greens average 570 sq mtr with
Tiff Dwarf. Bunkers and 5 lakes add to the challenge. The
irrigation system is connected to a STP and all of the water
used, is recycled from municipal waste water, adding to our
sustainability efforts.
We aim to remain a traditional Club and as we improve, we are
sure we will provide the modern day demands of Golf, both on
and off the course.
Vizag being well connected, we hope you will visit soon.
AV Monish Rao
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Royal Calcutta Golf Club

T

he Royal Calcutta Golf Club (RCGC)
was established in March 1829 as the
Calcutta Golf Club. It is the oldest golf club
outside Britain, and perhaps the second
oldest outside Scotland, with only The Royal
Blackheath in England being older. The title
of Royal was added when the ‘Royal Charter’
was granted to the club in 1912.

The club saw modest beginnings, starting with a nine-hole course
in the Dum Dum area, east of the city. In addition to this, the
club soon started two nine-hole courses in the central Maidan
area. These, however, shut down in the period between 1897 to

1939 and work on the present and more southern location in
Tollygunge started in 1907.
The initial 9-hole course at the new premises was started on
November 20, 1910, and the fully operational 18-hole course
opened for play from December 22, 1912. RCGC, in fact,
built another 18-hole course, operational by 1925, when the
membership swelled, after the first course was open.
Much like the two courses at the home of golf, The Royal and
Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews in Scotland, these were also
called the old course and new course. Due to various external
factors, the committee reluctantly decided to shut down the
new course and sell a part of the 208 acres of land to CMDA, in
1972. After the sale of the land, the course was redesigned by the
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legendary Australian golfer, Peter Thomson, and forms the basis
for the layout of the course we see today.
The Royal, as it is fondly called, was one of the first to allow
Indians as members. In fact, this was the reason that when Lord
Louis Mountbatten visited Calcutta in 1948, he accepted an
invitation from the local British community, on the condition that
the reception be held at the Royal, since it was the only Britishfounded club, which had full Indian members.
The RCGC too had a number of club competitions and quite a lot
of these were for trophies presented by clubs not only in India, but
from abroad, including from the R & A at St. Andrews. One of the
most important was the Centenary Cup, instituted in 1929, the
centenary year of the club.

11

The RCGC, which was unofficially recognised as the governing
body of Indian golf was responsible for starting the All India, in
1892. In 1955, the Royal took the initiative to form the IGU and
from 1958, the IGU started rotating the event over different golf
courses in the country.
Over the years, golf has retained its importance and popularity at
the club with regular tournaments that have proved very popular
with members. In fact, the Royal Premier Golf League (RPGL)
started in 2016 and is arguably the world’s largest amateur golf
league. It has spawned many similar format tournaments around
the country since then, and sees about 500 golfers play for their
team in a league cum knockout format.
Rohan Ghosh
Captain
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Golf in Shillong

G

olf was brought to Shillong in 1898
by a group of British Civil servants,
who initially constructed a 9-hole course
at an area called Laban.

After the First World War, Shillong
gained popularity as a golf resort for
European golfers from East Bengal and
Calcutta and in 1924, the present 6106
yard, par 70, 18-hole course with its picturesque club house,
was inaugurated.
The layout of the new course was done by Capt. Jackson
and C.K. Rhodes, who successfully preserved the natural beauty
of the area, while giving it an excellent layout. The course is
set in an undulating valley, covered with thick groves of pine
and rhododendron trees. The tight fairways are carpeted with
an indigenous species of local grass which hardens the soil
and makes the course tough to play. The longest hole on the
course is the 594 yards, sixth. The tight fairways are difficult
to negotiate in any case, but the task is made even more trying
by the number of drains that crisscross almost every fairway.
Most of the approaches are hilly shots and even the low
handicappers opt to play safe. The greens are lightning fast and
are, invariably, surrounded by heavy sand bunkers.
Not only is the Shillong course scenic and enjoyable, it is
also challenging. The biggest issue is rain, what with it being
just 56 kms from Cherrapunji, amongst the wettest places in
the world.
Meghalaya Golf Promoters’
Society is playing an active
role in popularising the game
in the state of Meghalaya and
has brought the Shillong Golf
Course to the National golf map.
The Shillong Golf Course has
a presence at the United States
Golf Association museum. There
is a travel poster for Eastern
Bengal Railway and also a club
history in the museum called
Shillong – Ideal for Puja Golf.
Gaurav Bajaj

Shillong Golf Course
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Golf in Upper Assam & Upper
Assam Golf Association

T

he Upper Assam Golf Association,
commonly referred to as UAGA, has been
in the forefront of promoting golf in the Upper
Assam region of the state, for many years now.
Established sometime in the seventies, at the
initiative of the golfing fraternity among the
tea planters, this association now has 9 affiliated
clubs, 7 tea clubs and two oil clubs. In recent
times, two defence clubs have also got themselves affiliated.
Tea Clubs: Moran Polo Club, Dibrugarh & District Planters’ Club,
Panitola Sports Club, Tingri Club, Naharkatia Club, Doomdooma
Club and Margherita Club
Oil Clubs: Zaloni Club, Duliajan Oil, Digboi Club, AOL (Indian Oil)
Defence Clubs: Eastern Bastion Club, IAF, Chabua, Dinjan Greens,
Panitola, Indian Army
All tea clubs were established before independence by the British.
And so was the Digboi Club. Zaloni Club was established postindependence, as were the Army and Airforce Clubs.
In the beginning of the year, UAGA draws a yearly calendar with nearly
45 to 50 tournaments. At times, it even exceeds 50. Every UAGA
affiliated club is obliged to host two tournaments a year. However, the
tea and oil clubs always host more than two. Every year the UAGA
hosts the UAGA President’s and Secretary’s Cup, the Hassem Ahmed
Memorial Tournament and the All Assam Golf Championship,
commonly known as Assam Open Golf.
There was a very prestigious inter-club yearly tournament named
Dunlop Cup which had to be stopped some years ago because many
tea clubs could not make a team of 6 due to lack of golfers.
Interestingly, all the courses are 9-hole courses except Digboi which
is 18-hole. The yardage of the courses ranges from 5,800 yards to
6,300 yards.
Regrettably, the number of golfers in Tea is fast depleting while
the Oil sector does have good numbers. UAGA’s present official
membership strength is roughly 153, at last count. There is an urgent
need to establish a junior programmeme at UAGA. Zaloni and Digboi
occasionally getting a coach, is inadequate.
Note: The term “Upper Assam Golf Association” is bit of a misnomer.
Though the term “Upper Assam” administratively starts from Bokakhat
(Golaghat District), for the purpose of tea jurisdiction, it starts from Moran
and stretches up to Margherita. As a result, many other golf clubs from
Upper Assam are not members of UAGA.The golf courses are Dhansiri
Polo Club, Jorhät Gymkhana Club, Kaziranga Golf Resort, Sonari Club
and Ligiripukhuri Golf Club, ONGC, Nazira. Incidentally, the Jorhat
Gymkhana Club golf course is the second oldest course in the country.
Prantor Baruah
Jorhat Gymkhana
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Walk Don’t Run

I

magine if the Scots shepherds of yore, the
forefathers of the great game on which
we all spend considerable time and energy,
got hold of H.G. Wells’ Time Machine and
took a ride into the twenty-first century and
visited some fancy, modern golf courses.
On seeing people buzz around the fairways
in strange carts (moving about despite not
being pulled by horses!), they would shout anathema and apostasy
from the rooftops. We can’t blame them for their indignant
outrage; surely golf is a walking game.

The time issue is also quite intriguing. Some research studies
have actually shown that since carts are restricted to cart paths
and don’t always take the shortest route to where the ball lies,
a walking golfer with a caddie would finish the round quicker!

Is the lure of filthy lucre changing the very nature of golf? Maybe
in a few years from now, like in polo, we will be striking the ball
from astride a golf buggy! It could happen if avaricious golf course
managements intent on maximising profits, decree mandatory
use of carts in order to pack in more paying customers. Apart
from the time angle, apparently golf course owners also make a
lot of money from the hire of golf carts. A closer look at this issue
brings up some pretty convincing arguments to ban the very use
of motorised transport in the playing of the game.

The aesthetes propound that the real beauty of a golf course
can only be savoured when walking. Further, for traditional golf
courses (built before the era of buggies) constructing a concrete
cart path would erode and be detrimental to the charm and
allure of the greens.

The most obvious reason is the health one: in a world of remoteoperated everything, the benefits of a good old walk cannot be
overstated. What better way to walk than play golf? According to
Dr. Scott Leyhart, renowned golf fitness researcher and inventor
of the ‘Par Without Pain’ conditioning programme, riding in
carts is just not an option as far as health and fitness is concerned.

What is undisputed is that the wheels of a buggy cause
considerable damage to turf on account of compaction. In soggy
conditions, tyre marks are a nightmare for players, officials and
greenkeepers. The swing gurus, on their part, postulate that
walking is far superior to riding because it facilitates better
distance perception and club selection, as well as improving
rhythm and slowing down tempo.

The orthodoxy, headed by that admirable body, the USGA, gave
a big thumbs-down to carts when they opined that walking is a
fundamental tradition of the game. In 1995, they instituted the
Walking Programme under which members pledge not to use
carts and are given a bag tag proclaiming their status. The R&A
hold similar views.
Most competitions do not permit use of motorized transport.
This is mirrored in the majority of club tournaments with the
exception of corporate jamborees. While on the subject, the case
of Casey Martin comes to mind. Martin, a disabled golfer with
deformity from birth in his legs was banned by the US PGA from
using a cart in the Q-School tournament. The battle was fought
through the courts, until the US Supreme Court delivered the
final judgement in favour of the player. Martin argued that golf
was a game of hitting balls and not walking while the PGA argued
that walking was integral to the game. Sadly, though Martin
qualified to play in the main tour for a full year, he had to give it
all up due to the progressive nature of his ailment.
Lest we be accused of dogma, a case exists for permitting the
use of carts for the aged and the disabled or those with medical
reasons. For such people, to keep on playing the game, with
carts if necessary, is imperative. Giving due credence to the
issue, the ruling bodies recently came out with special rules for
the disabled golfers which comprehensively covers all the issues
faced by them including permitting use of mobility devices. This
is a highly laudable effort.
In India, the issue of walk vs. ride is academic. There are precious
few courses in our country providing the facility. No harm in
knowing about the pros and cons of the matter though. But the
problem will confront us sooner than later.
Meanwhile, keep walking, like the man in the advertisement for
that fine elixir from the land of the Scots.

Spotted International Referee using a cart

Pic Courtesy:Vijay Pai

Hari Achanta
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How Golfers Can Sustain Focus
“Golf is a game that is played on a five-inch course - the distance
between your ears,” said Bobby Jones

While most sports take an hour or two to compete, one round of golf
takes much longer. It becomes difficult to sustain your focus for 5-6
hours. More so, if you are playing competitive golf since maintaining
your focus under stress and pressure becomes very challenging. All of
us tend to lose focus sometimes because of one bad shot and that can
deal a significant blow to the quality of your round. But by adopting a
few simple tips, you can develop a laser-like focus, for 18-hole consistency.
Don’t dwell on your bad shot
It is easy to get distracted by your bad shot. To maintain equanimity of mind, just analyse
your bad shot, learn from it and shift your focus to your next shot immediately. Instead of
being dejected by it, look at a bad shot as an opportunity to learn.
Use your less dominant hand in your day-to-day activities
Using your less dominant hand unleashes your creative side. It creates new brain cells and
new neural connections. It boosts your learning and understanding capabilities which in
turn improves your focus. Using your less dominant hand in day-to-day activities like
combing your hair, brushing your teeth, eating food, drinking water, moving the mouse
(cursor) on the laptop, and using the mobile, can help improve your focus significantly.
Your mind and body need nutrition to function
Include a lot of good fat in your diet. Nuts, avocadoes, eggs, and coconut oil are all great
ways to get healthy fats into your diet and help your brain run smoothly. Also eating
nutritious food before and during a round is an easy and full proof way to improve your
focus and energy levels. Good nutrition is a must, as dipping energy levels can make you
lose your focus and spoil your round.
Practice meditation
Meditation has historically been practised in India for ages. Even scientific research in the
western world have recorded the benefits of meditation. By regularly practicing meditation
even for 15-20 minutes you can have numerous benefits. Other than improving your
focus, it also decreases your stress, anxiety and improves emotional stability and working
memory capacity.
Keep yourself hydrated
Up to 60 percent of the human body is water. each cell of our body needs water. As golfers
play, the core body temperature rises. To remove this additional heat, the body sweats,
which eventually helps you cool down. Sweat consists of electrolytes and water. You lose a
lot of water by perspiration. Hence you need to up your water intake to avoid dehydration.
Drinking water helps you to remain focused while also helping to prevent cramps, heat
exhaustion, and heatstroke.
Develop a pre-shot routine
Develop a pre-shot routine, as this will help in bringing you back to your zone. When
you have a pre-shot routine, it becomes easy for you to remain focused on your shots.
Remember everyone is different, so different things work for different people. So, go to the
range and develop a routine that works best for you. Remember to keep it short, otherwise,
you will be tired, way before your game ends.
By adopting these simple tips, it will be easy for a golfer to remain consistent in their game.
Tell me all about the difference you feel.
Dr. Aradhana Singh, PhD
Mind Coach & Sports Counsellor
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The Pleasure of the Outing

T

he pandemic has put severe curbs on
us these last two years. Lockdowns,
restricted gatherings, etc., have made us
yearn for the days of old.

After spending a lifetime trying to hit longer and straighter,
chipping closer and making less putts, the game had become
one endless chase after perfection and equally frustrating at not
achieving the standards we set out for ourselves.

Many of us living under restricted rules not
just on the golf course but just about every
aspect of our lives.

Endless rules, techniques, etiquette and lost balls seem so trivial
when compared to what has been lost by many and when I do
get back on the golf course, the sheer pleasure of the outing will
be greater than any poor scores I may post.

While we eagerly wait to get back on the course, have a refreshment
with our buddies and laugh loudly at every joke, even if not funny,
one thing has been clearly learnt during this pandemic.
Let’s just get out there and enjoy ourselves! The sheer enjoyment
of being out on the course, hitting the ball and not caring
where it went. After all, the pandemic was a monumental
tragedy and cannot be compared to any scores we may post on
the course, however bad.

I look forward to seeing you on the course, searching for a ball
or missing a putt but happy to be safe and well.
Stay safe.
AV Monish Row
President, AP State Golf Association

Thank You Phil!
In a world, devastated and turned upside down by the pandemic, every one
of us, champions included, need inspiration, support, encouragement
and protection.
Well done, Phil, the fact that you at 51, wrapped your hands around the
Wannamaker Trophy, beating rivals, decades younger than you, is not lost on
the likes of us, middle-aged, Joe golfers. You have given hope to so many of
us. We are inspired to get sharper with our minds, swing better with the Club
and make the most of life’s opportunities.
Editor
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GIA - President’s Desk

W

e could
not have
imagined the world
we are living in,
precisely 15 months
back. Two waves
have hit us, the
second much more
disastrous but what we’ve seen is golf
has held its own. A major part of the
reason has been that, in its essence, golf
inherently allows participants to practice
proper social distancing,
Taking over as the President of the Golf
Industry Association was challenging last
year and a bit satisfying at the same time.
A COVID guidelines docket was quickly
actioned and distributed to the golf
courses, as a reference guide. Many of
them created their own procedures based
on the local usage and participation,
which was encouraging to see.
The role of the media and their support
cannot be understated to help in the
reopening of golf courses. Due support
came from all quarters, with various
government agencies, pitching in

together with individuals, on our way to
becoming one of the first sports
to unlock.
The game is now being played with
many changes, which is the new normal,
and more than ever, all our golf clubs
must now adhere strictly to the various
safety norms. It will ensure both the
end-user and the service provider are
protected. I know of a few clubs that
have undertaken the vaccination drive
for their staff, which is the way to go.
We have much to look forward to in the
coming weeks and months. Our young
golfers need the events to get back on
track as soon as possible. I hope we, as a
nation, would not be complacent as we
were earlier in the year.
While lockdowns have helped control
the spread, all it has done is adversely
affect our businesses. During the
unlock days, we have seen more and
more rounds at golf clubs, playing and
maintenance equipment sales continuing
and above all, more people taking up the
game. So I wish for us to be careful and
not let our clubs become hotspots.

Just before the second wave hit us,
terrific news came in of the Indian Golf
Union, finally back to its optimum
operations. An association promoting a
unique sport with a distinctive structure
took its time but eventually came across
the line, despite all odds, gaining back
the recognition it warrants.
Having grown up as a junior, then
a young amateur before turning
professional, the Indian Golf Union
was the only body one knew and it is
wonderful news to know things will
soon be normal, and the IGU will be
back steering golf from the grassroot
level, up to the teams that bring glory to
the country at the Asian Games level
and beyond.
We are lucky to be in this game that has
seen tailwinds even in these times, and
we must all work together to ensure they
give us the momentum to take the game
to all parts of the country. As the quote
goes, aim for the moon so even if you
miss it, you’ll be amongst the stars.
Brandon de Souza

The Tollygunge Club House, Kolkata

The 220-year-old Tollygunge Clubhouse is an 18th century Palladian garden house, once used by its owner,
Richard Johnson, an employee of the East India Company and subsequently by Prince Gholam Mohammed Shah,
the 11th son of the Ruler of Mysore, Tipu Sultan. A heritage monument and a beautiful part of Calcutta.
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A Slice of Life
Picture this.
1. My friend, who is blind, and I arrived at
Delhi airport, Terminal 1 to board different
flights. We went to the counter that offered
help and asked for a helper to guide him to
the right gate.

A 15-minute wait later, in walked an airport
personnel, pushing an empty wheelchair. “Sir, sit”, he said to my
friend, pushing him down to sit on the wheelchair.
We were both flabbergasted. Honestly, we didn’t know whether
to laugh or to be angry!
“Oh no!” said my friend. “I am only blind! There’s nothing
wrong with my legs, I can walk! You
just need to guide me and walk with
me to the right boarding gate.”
“Sir, you are handicapped. So, you
must sit. That’s the rule,” said he in
all his wisdom.
Well, you know, we were both disability
activists and you can guess what
followed, much to the consternation of
the airline’s higher-ups at the airport!
A preposterous situation, but…
2.
The scene: Chennai Marina
Beach. Sruti and I, enjoying the cool
breeze and the beauty of the beach,
kids playing, families chattering,
lovers cuddling, life’s vagaries that
bring on smiles and laughter.
Close by, was a little boy with his mother.
Suddenly, the boy pointed at us and said, “Mom, look, she is in
a wheelchair!” After a moment’s hushed pause, the little man
adds “Mom, but she is laughing!” This was followed by: “but,
why isn’t she in hospital?”
That was the little boy’s assessment on where wheelchairs and
wheelchair users belonged!
A pathetic, hurting statement, but…
3. Scene: a posh 5-star hotel at New Delhi. My friend George
walked to the elevator and pressed the number of the floor he
wanted to go to, and much to his delight, he found that the
elevator was equipped with a speaking facility. He was so pleased
that he went out of his way to seek out the hotel manager and
congratulated the management on providing this facility of
immense help to numerous blind people like him. A few days
later, when he visited this same hotel again, he found that this

provision was missing! Upon enquiry, he was informed that this
had been removed since some people were of the opinion that it
was an insult to their intelligence to be told in which floor the
elevator was!
Outrageous indeed, but…
I stop here and leave it to you, educated, enlightened and
empathetic citizens of the country, to deduce and come to your
own conclusions.
Are people with disabilities creatures from another planet?
Or pathetic beings, at best eyed with some discomfort and
“helped” as a charitable cause and hidden within closed doors?
Labelled. Incapable of independence? Permanently in need of
“looking after”?
A person with disability is, first and
foremost, a person. Disabled or nondisabled, only next. A whole person
who needs to live a whole life, with
all of life’s joys and sorrows, ups and
downs. In short, all that it takes in
the definition of Life. Not a labelled
as pickle jar be placed on a shelf! A
disability is not a disease! You don’t
need hospitals and medicines that
aid you to “become alright”. You
ARE “alright”—as right as God made
you. To live, to love and laugh, and
perchance, to cry. Do keep in mind,
a person does not necessarily have to
be born disabled. One can acquire a
disability at any point in one’s life – lose one’s hearing or sight
or mind or memory or require the use of a wheelchair or walker.
Therefore, when we prepare society for persons with disabilities,
we are preparing society for all citizens.
This is the role that Ability Foundation has taken upon itself, to
change stereotyped attitudes and public mindset. To promote
equality, equitable requirements, enable acceptance, make
possible access, all of which call for the right opportunities at
the right time, and most importantly, an open mind, free of
prejudices. Towards this, since its inception in 1995, Ability
Foundation has worked towards this mission of creating a right
based and inclusive society for all persons with disabilities in the
country – its activities ranging from publishing to public policy
to education, employment, movies, et al.
Do visit us at www.abilityfoundation.org We would love to
come together with you, in any way that suits you.
Jayshree Raveendran
j.raveendran@abilityfoundation.org
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Beautiful sunset at TNGF, Chennai

Pic courtesy - Jayanan Satagopal

We Have Moved - Do Visit Us!

IGU has moved to 2nd Floor, 14, Anand Lok, August Kranti Marg, New Delhi, 110 049, INDIA.
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Joy of Golf

I

have a tip that can possibly save you a few
strokes. And no… unlike the legendary
Ben Hogan and his dry sense of humour,
I am not going to suggest the use of an
eraser. There is a perfectly legal way of
doing that—by using the Rules of Golf to
your advantage.

The prolonged lockdown has been tough
on Indian golfers. Most golf courses and practice facilities have
been closed in the country, and hopefully, things will soon get
back to normal as the second wave of COVID-19 is showing
signs of subsiding.
Most of you probably devised
ingenuous ways of practising and
trying to keep yourself sharp for
the time when the links open.
One of the favourite things for
professionals and elite amateurs to
do in this period of inactivity has
been physical fitness. But there are
more ways to acquire competitive
advantage over others.

Morikawa getting a drop at the 2020 Tour Championship from
an embedded ball on the 8th hole in the third round.
Spieth’s shot is a great example of someone using the rules
cleverly. From the gnarly rough on the slope of steep mound,
the American would have either taken a one-club drop with a
penalty or played as it lies knowing that the outcome would not
be very good.
Instead, Spieth declared his ball ‘unplayable’, took a penalty, but
dropped it as far back as he wanted in line with the flag. As far
back was almost 100 yards further behind in the driving range!
It was excellent use of Rules. He had a comfortable shot from
there, and even though he wound
up with a bogey, it was a much
better result than a certain double,
from where he was.
One Rules incident I will
always remember, one which
forcefully backs my point, involves
Matthew Southgate at the DAP
Championship on what used to
be called the Web.com Tour in
2017. The tournament was part of
the Web.com Tour Finals and the
Englishman looked like securing
his PGA Tour card for 2018.

Last month, I came across an
Indian Golf Union tweet about
a virtual Rules Clinic being
conducted by the experienced
Ishwar Achanta and MC Kini, in
association with the Kolkata based,
ProTouch.
In times like this, when tournaments
or camps cannot be held, I thought
it was a great initiative by the IGU,
and something that the players
should take full advantage of. Even
better was the extremely affordable
price tag of INR 200 for the twohour session.
Much like Hogan’s quote, there is also one by Pablo Picasso that
I am a great fan of—‘Learn the rules like a pro, so that you can
break them like an artist’.
Not for a moment am I suggesting a Phil Mickelson-like dash
behind the first putt and striking a moving ball the way he did at
the 2018 US Open at Shinnecock Hills. Mind you, that was well
within the Rules of Golf, and he did incur a two-shot penalty.
But while it may have been a smart way of avoiding an even
bigger number on that hole, it was certainly against the spirit
of golf.
I am thinking more like what Jordan Spieth did on the 13th hole
enroute to his win at the 2017 Open Championship. Or Collin

On the 15th hole on Sunday,
Southgate made a short putt for
birdie. As the ball was nearing
the hole, a leaf blew across and
knocked it off the line. He would
have cursed his luck as he tapped
in for par.
However, if he was aware of the
Rules (19.1b-ball in motion on
putting green deflected by outside
agency), Southgate should have
replayed the shot. He was assessed
a four-shot penalty—two for playing from a wrong place after
not replaying the putt; two more for signing his card with a
wrong score. That took him to rank last in the tournament and
he missed out on his PGA Tour card.
So, here is the deal… knowing the Rules not only helps save
shots, it also helps a player from losing them. Very importantly,
it can also hasten the pace of play to a great extent. Make use of
your time during the lockdown and learn to take full advantage
of them.
Joy Chakravarty
@TheJoyofGolf
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Are Kangaroos Considered Dangerous Animal Conditions?

T

here are
four species
of kangaroos in
Australia. They are
the red, eastern
grey, western grey
and antilopine. All
kangaroos have
large, powerful hind legs, large feet
adapted for leaping, a long muscular
tail for balance, and a small head. These
features can be dangerous to humans
if the kangaroo is agitated, but how
aggressive are kangaroos. If your golf ball
is near one, are you entitled to a drop
under Rule 16.2?
Kangaroos are a wild animal that live
in Australia and New Guinea. They are
more associated with Australia, deeply
rooted in the culture and heritage of
the country, including being in the coat
of arms, on some of its currency and
as symbols for Qantas and the Royal
Australian Air Force. They roam freely
around the land, grazing and inhabiting
the vast pastoral, tropical and wooded
areas, including coming close to the
suburban fringes, that may once have
been their ancestral territory.
To some Australians, they are a pest,
eating crops and sown grasses, including
those that span across golf courses
around the country. In fact, golf courses
are the perfect habitat for such creatures.
Providing ample food, low level of
threat, and vast areas to roam, play and
of course sleep. They are the sight of
many golf courses in coastal, swampy
and country areas, and can be just as big
of an attraction for tourists, as the golf
course itself.
There have been 20+ reports of
kangaroos attacking family dogs, and
people. So, there is no doubt they
can be dangerous, but usually these
are due to humans or dogs agitating/
attacking first or making the kangaroo
feel uncomfortable. As all kangaroos are
herbivores, they are not looking to kill,

but simply defuse any threat that they
feel. The kangaroo’s first choice to
avoid conflict will be to hop away, but if
this isn’t an option, they will stick up
for themselves.
If you approach your ball in a slow,
non-threatening way on the golf course,
and there are kangaroos around your
ball, they will most likely get up and
remove themselves from the area. If you
are a little scared, then hold a club out
in front of you, as this will further deter
the kangaroo to start anything. However,
if you feel threatened by the kangaroo,
that is to say that you believe that you
could incur serious physical injury if you
were to play the ball as it lies. Then you
are permitted to treat it as a dangerous
animal condition and proceed under
Rule 16.2, UNLESS ‘playing the ball as
it lies is clearly unreasonable (under a
bush)’, or ‘interference would only exist
through the player choosing a club,
type of stance or swing or direction of
play that is clearly unreasonable under
the circumstances’.
So, to proceed under Rule 16.2,
there needs to be a real belief that the
kangaroo could cause serious physical
injury if you were to play the ball as it
lies. All kangaroos have powerful hind
legs. Whilst the females and joeys are
less likely to put up a fight, the males
use these hind legs to kick and claw at
their opponents in fights to see who the
head of the mob is. They sit up on their
powerful muscular tail and could tower
over any man. So, is there a possibility of
serious physical injury occurring? Tick.

But will kangaroos attack as you are
walking to your ball, well the probability
is very low. Kangaroos are quite docile
in nature. As mentioned above they
aren’t meat-eaters, so only eat plants,
and therefore aren’t interested in
attacking humans for sustenance. They
would prefer to be left alone, grazing
and dazing in the quiet of the mob
surrounding them. There is the rare
1%, they will be agitated that you are in
their space, or more so just interested.
They might stay around to see what you
are doing, but are very unlikely to stick
around if you look determined to get
to your ball and continue your game.
Very similar to bees, they have to job
to do, and will only act out if you look
to be stopping them doing their job or
threatening their mob.
Conclusion:
Although the likelihood of a kangaroo
attack is small, if one were to attack, it
could certainly cause serious physical
injury. Therefore, barring the other
two requirements of the situation—a
reasonable stroke that isn’t abnormal
could be made, then a player can claim
free relief from any kangaroo under
Rule 16.2.
David Blake
Manager, Rules & Events
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WHS MATTERS

World Handicap System
Dear Club Administrators,
This notice details the amended WHS fees for Clubs based on
a slab system and is further to our notices dated 24th & 28th
December,2019 on the implementation of WHS in India.
For those Clubs wishing to register their members, en bloc,
with WHS (as opposed to members individually registering
on the IGU website), please contact Mr.Manu Shukla on
+91 9634820524 or manu.shukla@indiangolfunion.org for
assistance.
The process will be as follows:
1. An Excel file will be mailed to you which is to be filled
with the required member details and mailed back to
IGU.
2. Club to remit the required fees to IGU by RTGS/NEFT/
IMPS.
3. At the IGU back end, we will upload these details,
create the WHS ID for each member and activate the
membership.
DO
Submit your card when the round is played:
• In an authorised format of play
• Over a minimum of 13 holes OR 2 – 9 Hole rounds
• By the Rules of Golf
• With at least one other person
• On a course with a current Course Rating and
Slope Rating
• During an active season
• Certified in accordance with Rules of Handicapping;
• Submit your score card, in the drop box provided, as
soon as possible on the day of play, after completion
of your round and before midnight (local time);
• If you already have a HI, record a net double bogey as
the maximum score if you start, but not complete
a hole
• If you don’t have a HI, record a score of par +5
strokes if you start, but not complete a hole
DON’T
Submit your card if you play:
• Foursomes (also known as Alternate Shot)
• Scrambles
• When practising or being coached
• When the score cannot be verified by another player
• When using non-conforming equipment
• When the minimum number of holes (13) have not
been played
• If you don’t play by the Rules of Golf
• Enter the score in the WHS, on your own accord

4. The slab system, based on total number of members
registered from each Club is:
No of Members
1-200
201-500
501-750
751-1000
1001-1500
1501-3000
>3001
Non Club Members
Club Member
Registering directly

Rate in INR/Member
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
2500
1000

Note: All above rates are subject to GST @ 18 %
Chairman, Technical Committee, IGU

HOW TO POST /CHECK SCORES
•

It is mandatory that you drop your score cards,
as before, in the drop box provided at the Club
office

•

If the score is posted directly onto the WHS, this
score will be removed at the back end and disregarded.

•

Repeated failure to adhere to this requirement
will entail action in accordance with the Code of
Conduct at CGC

•

To view your score that has been posted by the
Club or a peer’s score, please follow the steps
enumerated herein:

•

Log onto PlayStore or Appstore

•

Download the GHIN APP or login to
www.ghin.com

•

Login to GHIN using GHIN ID and last name

•

Check your score/peer’s score

Inclusive and
Accessible

The new World Handicap System welcomes
everyone to compete or play socially with
anyone on a fair and equal basis, helping to
make golf a more enjoyable game

Consistent
and Portable

The World Handicap System provides a
consistent method of measuring skill-level
and produces handicaps that are portable
from course to course, country to country

Modern and
Adaptable

The World Handicap System is modern,
adaptable across golfing cultures and easy
to use
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IGU Events 2020–21

T

he Indian Golf Union is the National
Sports Federation for Golf in India
and conducts over 70 National and Zonal
Tour events in the Country in four tour
categories i.e Gentlemen Amateur, Ladies
& Junior Girls, Junior Boys Tours and
Senior- Mid Amateur events. The primary
role of zonal feeder tours is to promote
junior talent in the Country.
The world has seen a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic and it
definitely has affected the schedule of IGU events which were to
be conducted in the past 15 months. IGU could only manage
to conduct two Gentlemen Amateur events in 2020 being the
IGU National Qualifier 1 and the IGU Samarvir Sahi Golf
Championship, after which the lockdown was imposed by
the Government of India. All SOP and protocols as advised
by Government of India were followed and the events were
incident-free.
Both events saw record participation as the 2020 National
Qualifier conducted at Panchkula Golf Club, with over 200
players competing to secure their spot for the 2020 IGU
Main Tour.
The 2020 Samarvir Sahi Championship was held at Chandigarh
Golf Club and saw a first-time winner and also a local boy

Sunhit Bishnoi winner of the Delhi State NCR Cup

from Chandigarh, Sunny take home the Winner’s trophy, after
shooting a 4-round total of 6 over.
In 2021, the IGU scheduled its events in all three main tour(s)
till the months of June and conducted three Gentlemen Amateur
events in the months of February and March 2021, being the
IGU National Qualifier 1, Samarvir Sahi Championship and
the NCR Delhi State Golf Championship.
The 2021 Samarvir Sahi Championship conducted at Chandigarh
Golf Club once again saw a local boy from Chandigarh and firsttime winner on the tour, Mansukh Sandhu shooting an even
par, 4-round total to lift the trophy.
In March 2021, IGU along with Delhi Golf Society, conducted
the Delhi State NCR Cup at the prestigious Delhi Golf Club.
The newly renovated 6900-yard Gary Player designed course
challenged the skills of even our top ranked amateurs. Sunhit
Bishnoi from Haryana topped the scoring list and won the
2021 edition with a total score of 6 under. The win did not
come easy, as he had to fight hard with his fellow competitor,
Tushar Pannu, also hailing from Haryana, shooting a total score
of 3 under, to finish second.
Before any further events could be held, the second wave of the
pandemic hit the country and IGU had to cancel the rest of the
schedule’s events.
We do hope to recommence our calendar in the coming months
and a new schedule for all the tours shall be uploaded on our
website soon. Till then, we request all our tour players, parents
and officials to maintain COVID protocols and get vaccinated
as soon as possible.
Be Safe and Happy Golfing.

Mansukh Sandhu winning the Samarvir Sahi Championship, 2021

Tusshar Malhotra

